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The lands between war and peace, the warlike and the peaceful. Among them, three exist - the warlord, the follower, and the trained warrior. The Warlord seeks to forge a unified nation, regardless of race, creed, or homeland. The Shaman seeks to bring harm to the worlds outside the fey realm, and is
conscious of religious mysticism. The Warrior is the one who breaks the will of others, and desires only to accomplish their goals. FEATURES ► Action RPG ► A Rich and Visual World ► Multiple Characters ► Story Developed Through Dialogue and Choices ► Multiplayer Online ► Easily Understandable Battle
Mechanics ► Simple, Intuitive Controls ► Significantly Improved Graphics PLAYSTYLE Play Style 1: The Warriors Way. The battlefield is the arena for the clash of swords and the clash of minds. Powerlessly leaping into the fray, playing the berserker. The warrior who gives all his care to his weapon is the easiest
to underestimate. Embark on the path that leads you to the warlords. Fighting for the strength of the enemy, the seeking of the truth. To cut off his arm with a single blow, only to extract revenge. "You are always filled with the soul of someone else when you attack, don't be afraid." Play Style 2: Caring for Your
Weapon. The red-hot steel is a weapon. It may be a thing of incredible strength that the warrior holds in his hands. The warrior cultivates his body and mind and uses his weapon as a tool. And that which he desires to do, he strives towards. "An image? That is what you are?" Play Style 3: The Noble Way. The
person who stalks, who faces everything with a calm expression. There are people who dream of swords, and there are those who dream of dreams. The person who turns their own strength to its limits. The person who travels the vast path of dreams. "Yes, all dreams are realized in this world." GAME
OVERVIEW Delirious has created the story in a book format that fully encapsulates the action-RPG with a perspective of multiplayer. The choices presented in the narrative will be reflected in the items found in the world of the Lands Between, and the way to the Warlord will be discovered

Elden Ring Features Key:
Wizardry and fantasy with a high sense of realism
A highly rated battle system and powerful action and role-playing game elements
Excellent graphics and animated HD graphics
Variety of character
A wide world with various gameplay environments
A realistic online environment

Key Production:

Tsumako Story & World Design Lead Programmer & Designer Hiryu & Otaro Character Design Design Key Animation

Story development, director, CG artists, CG animation: Takuzou Kadaishi, Hisato Toda, Mitsuki Ozaki, Takamasa Hashiguchi, Shinya Sawamura, Kitoshi Yamakawa, Yasuhisa Watanabe, Tomomi Nakamura, Kazuko Nagai & Kazue Shiroguchi. (English voices: Matt Green, Alex Ho, and Rex Horton)

Cinematics design, projection, CG animation: Koji Tachibana, Nobunari Ochiai, Yuzo Isogawa, Masahiko Kano, Takumi Kawamura, Kazuyoshi Nemoto, Kenichi Umemiya & Akira Yamaoka
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